Lewis Park- University City
on the Ten Toes Express

TOTAL WALK DISTANCE: 1 mile
There is more to U City than the lively Loop. Take this walk to enjoy quiet tree-lined streets of well-built houses near Lewis Park. The park is named for Edward G. Lewis - real estate developer, publisher, founder of the People’s University, and mayor of U City 1902 - 12. MetroBus #97 Delmar is the “trolley” between Delmar Station and Clayton Station, serving neighbors and visitors through and beyond the Loop. Campus Walk and Varsity Walk offer short-cuts for savvy pedestrians.

Directions:
- Take MetroLink to Delmar Station, then transfer to #97 westbound.
- OR: Take MetroLink to Clayton Station, then transfer to #97 eastbound.
- Exit the bus at Delmar and Purdue.
- Walk east one-half block to Campus Walk and turn left. (It is not marked on Delmar, but you will find it right next to 7247 Delmar, a dentist’s office.)
- Follow Campus Walk on a gentle descent two short blocks to Cornell and turn right.
- Take Cornell east to Pennsylvania, crossing first Midland and then Varsity Walk.
- Bear right to enter Lewis Park.
- Turn left inside the park, following the fence on your left. The playground and pond are on your right.
- Exit the park at Yale and bear right, slightly uphill, to Princeton.
- Follow Princeton to its end where you will be within sight of City Hall, the magnificent octagonal structure built by Lewis as his headquarters. (Enter City Hall to see the scale model of U City as envisioned by Lewis.)
- Return to Delmar to re-board the bus, visit the Loop, or walk to MetroLink.

For a Shorter Walk: use Midland or Varsity Walk to reach Cornell and Lewis Park.
To increase your steps: a circuit of the pond at Lewis Park adds .12 mile